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It is proved that no logic of programs with unbounded memory is reducible to a 
bounded memory programming logic. This is achieved by carefully analyzing first- 
order definability in the algebra of finite binary trees. © 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Paterson and Hewitt (1970), and independently Friedman (1971), first 
observed that the computational power of programs usually increases when 
unbounded memory is introduced. They showed, using pebble-game 
techniques, that no program using a bounded amount of memory is capable 
of generating all finite binary trees by means of solely mktree (,) and nil. 
However, this can be done by a recursive procedure (with parameters), or by 
a regular program with array assignments (cf. Harel, 1979), or by any more 
powerful program. 
Our objective is to compare logics of programs. For uniformity of 
exposition we have chosen the language of first-order dynamic logic (Harel, 
1979). However, results presented in this paper remain true for other logics 
of programs: algorithmic logic (Salwicki, 1970), or logic of effective 
definitions (Tiuryn, 1981). 
If S is a class of uninterpreted program schemes over a first-order 
language S ,  then SDL denotes the first-order dynamic logic of programs 
from S, defined in the same way as in (Harel, 1979). If S1 and $2 are classes 
of program schemes, then S1DL is said to be reducible to S2DL, SIDL <~ 
S2DL, iff for every formula P in SIDL there exists a formula Q in SzDL, 
such that P and Q are equivalent in all interpretations. Obviously if $1 is 
translatable into $2 (cf. Greibach, 1975), then S1DL ~ S2DL. The converse, 
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however, does not hold in general: nondeterministic r.e. programs are not 
translatable into deterministic ones, but nondeterministic r.e.DL and deter- 
ministic r.e.DL are reducible to each other (Meyer & Tiuryn, 1982; 1984). 
Let T be the set of all finite binary trees. We make T into an algebra gr = 
(T, mktree, nil) by interpreting nil as the one-node tree and letting mktree 
(tl, t2) be the tree with left child t~ and right child t 2. g- is a free algebra for 
the class of all algebras of similarity type tmktree ( , ) ,  nil}. The result by 
Paterson and Hewitt (1970), and by Friedman (1971) says that there exists a 
function computable in gr by  a recursive procedure which cannot be 
computed by any program using a bounded amount of memory. Urzyczyn 
(1981) has shown that every total function computable in gr by a flowchart 
can be computed by a loop-free program. From this result one derives that 
the quantifier free fragment of regular DL is not powerful enough to define 
~- uniquely up to an isomorphism. 
The situation looks different if more powerful programs in logical 
formulae are allowed. Let a be a program with an input variable x which 
checks if x is equal to one of the terms build up entirely of mktree's and 
nils's, and it halts if one was found. A recursive procedure with parameters, 
or equivalently a flowchart with one stack, or a regular program with array 
assignments (Harel, 1979), or a regular program with random assignments 
can do this job. A formula P of a programming logic which says "for every 
x, there exists a terminating computation of a(x)" together with two first- 
order formulae: Q1-  Vx gy mktree (x,y) ~= nil, and Q2- gx[x=/= nil ~ 
3!.1;1 3!yEX= mktree(yl,y2)] define g- uniquely up to an isomorphism, i.e., 
for every ~-structure s~', d is isomorphic to g- iff P A Q~ A Q2 is true in 
J .  (3!yl..., in formula Q2 is an abbreviation for: there exists exactly one y~ 
such that...). 
The main result of this paper, Theorem 5.4, states that no logic of 
programs with bounded memory can define g- uniquely. As a corollary of 
the main theorem we derive some negative results concerning 
interreducibility of different logics of programs. To list some of them: 
regular DL is strictly weaker than array DL (this resdlt has been announced 
in (Harel, 1979, Theorem 3.2), but the proof has never been published); 
CFDL is strictly weaker than r.e.DL (this solves an open problem stated in 
Hare1, 1979, p. 49)); (Meyer & Winklmann, 1982) using different 
techniques). Similar results have been obtained independently by Erimbetov 
(1981). 
Now we briefly describe the organization of the paper. Preliminary 
notions, definitions, and results used throughout the paper are collected in 
Section 2. In Section 3 we describe classes of program schemes which use a 
bounded amount of memory, while in Section 4 we define some classes of 
programs with unbounded memory. The main results of the paper and 
corollaries are contained in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to the proof of 
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Theorem 5.4. We use there a combinatorial result of (Tiuryn, in press) giving 
an upper bound on the power of implicit definitions in the algebra g- (cf. 
Theorem 2.16) together with the technique of Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games 
(1961). 
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
2.1. Let f = {mktree, nil} be a language consisting of a binary 
functions symbol mktree, and a constant symbol nil. The symbols mktree 
and nil will be fixed throughout the paper. Let X be a set of individual 
variables. We will denote variables by x, y, z, u, v, w, possibly with sub or 
superscripts. 
By a term, we mean either a variable, or nil, or an expression of the form 
mktree (tl, t2), where t 1 and t2 are terms. Terms will be denoted by r, s, t 
with sub or superscripts. 
7, 3, tr will range over equations between terms, and/~, A, 27 will denote 
sets of equations. The individuals, i.e., the elements of a carrier, will be 
denoted by a, b, c, d. In the above notations we allow for sub or superscripts. 
We will also be using vector notation, x denotes a vector of variables, and 
I xl denotes its length. Thus if I xl = k, then x = (x 1,..., Xk). The same applies 
to vectors of individuals. For example, if l ail = k, then a i = (all ,..-, ak).i 
2.2. For a term t we write t(X 1 ..... Xk) to indicate that all variables 
occurring in t are among {x 1 ..... xg}. If  tl,... , t~ are terms, then t(tl/X ~ ..... 
tk/Xk) denotes a term obtained from t by substituting t i for every occurrence 
of x i in t, for every 1 <~ i <~ k. t ( t Jx  1,..., t Jxk) can be abbreviated to t(t/x). 
The same notation for substitution applies to equations and sets of equations. 
We may also substitute individuals rather than terms. 
2.3. Let {0, 1}* denote the set of all finite words over {0, 1}. A 
finite binary tree is a partial function a :{0 ,  1}*~{mktree,  nil} which 
satisfies the following conditions: 
The domain of a, dora(a), is finite and nonempty. (2.3.1) 
For every n E dom(a), if a(n)=mktree,  then n0, 
nl ~ dom(a), else nO, ~rl ~ dom(a). (2.3.2) 
For every ~r E dom(a), if nl is an initial subword of n, 
i.e., if n=z  hzc 2 for some zc2C{0,1}*, then 
~r I C dom(a). (2.3.3) 
2.4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between terms and finite 
binary trees over the extended language of {mktree, nil} U X; the latter can 
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FIG. 1. The tree mktree(a~,a2). 
be defined as partial functions a :{0 ,  1 }*~ {mktree, nil} U X which satisfy 
(2.3.1)-(2.3.3). We often will be using this intuitive representation of terms. 
2.5. In the context of trees, finite words over {0, 1} will be called 
paths. A path n is contained in a tree a, if 7c E dora(a). We say that a path n 
leads to (an occurrence of) a symbol s in a tree a, if ~r E dora(a) and 
: s .  
A subtree of a tree a determined by a path n is a tree a[zr such that 
dom(a In )= {pE {0, 1}* : npC dom(a)}, and a[n(p)=a(np), for all 
p C dom(a[n). 
According to 2.4 we may use phrase like "a path contained in a tree t," "7r 
leads in t to an occurrence of a variable x," or "a subterm of t determined by 
a path n." 
A depth of a tree a is the maximum of lengths of all paths contained in a. 
For n, p ~ {0, 1 }* we define zc ~ p iff p = nn o for some n o E {0, 1 t*- 
2.6. Let T denote the set of all finite binary trees. We interpret in T 
the constant symbol nil as the unique one-element ree nil, defined by 
nil(A) = nil, where A is the empty word. We also define a binary operation 
mktree: T 2-~ T as follows: For al, a2 C T, dom(rnktree(al, a2) ) = {On : 
n C dom(a0 U {ln : n C dom(az)} and we set mktree(al, a2)(07c ) = al(zr), for 
n C dom(a~) and mktree(al, a2)(ln) = a2(n), for n ~ dom(a2). Intuitively, 
mktree(al,a2) is a tree a which may be presented as Fig. 1. The inter- 
pretation of mktree and nil makes T into an S -a lgebra  g- = (T, mktree, nil). 
Obviously, g- is an initial algebra in the class of all algebras of similarity 
type S .  
2.7. Let BIN = {bin~ :n~ {0, 1}*} be a set of constant symbols 
disjoint from fUX.  Let T[BIN] be the set of all partial functions 
a :{0 ,  1}*~SUBIN which satisfy (2.3.1)-(2.3.3). Similarly as in 2.6 we 
make T[BIN] into an S-algebra.  Denote this algebra by g-[BIN]. 
Let g-o~ be a quotient algebra g - [B IN] /m where ~ is a congruence 
generated by the pairs (bin~, mktree(bin~o, bin~l)), for n C {0, 1 }*. 
The reader should think of bin A as a full infinite binary tree. Then bin~ is 
a name of a subtree of bin a determined by the path 7c. The equation bin~ = 
643/60/1-3-2 
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mktree(bin~o, bin~l ) in g-o~ expresses the property that bingo is the left 
subtree of bin~, and bin~ is the right subtree of bin~. The elements 
b in~CT ~, for hE{0,1}*  will be called nonstandard atoms, g-~ is 
obviously a nonisomorphic extension of g-. 
2.8. Let t be a term. Register complexity of t, denoted by r.c.(t), is 
the least number of program variables, used in a sequence of elementary 
assignments o compute t. 
Elementary assignments are assignments of either of the following three 
forms: 
v +-- e, where c is either nil or an individual variable; 
v ~ mktree(v', v"); 
V+-V t. 
The variables v, v', v" are program variables, i.e., registers. Every term has 
finite register complexity. Since finite binary trees can be thought as 
variable-free terms, every a ~ T has finite register complexity. Nonstandard 
atoms can be thought as objects of infinite register complexity. 
2.9. Let N denote the set of nonnegative integers. For every i ~ N 
we define a tree i ~ T as follows: 0 = nil, i + I = mktree(i, i). It is easy to 
check that for every i ~ N, r.c.(i)= 1. However, there are trees of arbitrary 
large register complexity. The next result is implicitly contained in 
(Friedman, 1971; Paterson & Hewitt, 1970). 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Let n~N and let t be the following term (see 
Fig. 2), where to ..... t2,_ 1 are pairwise different erms. Then r.c.(t) ~> n + 1. I f  
for 0 <~ i < 2", t i = i, then r.c.(t) = n + 1. 
2.11. PROPOSITION. Let n E N. Let t and r be terms sueh that r.c.(t) ~< n 
and r.c.(r) <. n. Then 
Every subterm of t has register complexity at most n. 
r.c.(t(x/r)) <~ n + 1. 
(2.11.1) 
(2.11.2) 
Proof Since in every computation of t in a sequence of elementary 
assignments every subterm of t must be computed as an intermediate value, 
(2.11.1) follows. 
For (2.11.2) we first compute r using n registers, store the result in the 
(n + 1)th register, and then we compute with n registers t using when 
necessary the content of the (n + l)th register with the stored value r. 
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FIG. 2. The term t. 
2.12. An equation 7 is consistent in g- (in Uo~) if 7 has a solution in 
g- (in go) .  A set/" is consistent in g- (in g-w) if F has a solution in g" (in 
U~).  Obviously i f /"  is consistent in g-, then it is consistent in g-~. 
Let x = (x I ..... xk) be a vector of variables. Two sets of equations F and A 
are said to be x-equivalent over an f -a lgebra  A iff for any a ~ A k, F(a/x) is 
consistent in A iff A(a/x) is consistent in A. 
2.13. PROPOSITION. Let  n E N and let a ~ T be the tree (see Fig. 3), 
where b i ~ T, r.c.(bi) > n for  0 ~ i < 2 ~, and for  every path n of  length at 
most n, a[n is not a subtree o f  any tree b i. Let  t(x) be a term such that 
Ixl ~ n, r.c.(t) ~ n, and a -- t(x) is consistent in g-. Then the depth o f t  is at 
most n, and nil does not occur in t. 
Proof. We prove it by induction on n. For n = 0 it is obvious. Let n > 0. 
If t is a variable, then Proposition 2.13 holds obviously. Else t has a unique 
deocmposition t = mktree(t 1 , t2). Let as, a 2 E T be such that 
a = mktree(a 1, a2) .  It follows that al = tt and a 2 = t 2 are consistent in ~.  If 
both t~ an t 2 have exactly n different variables, then by our assumption about 
a, all these variables must occur in t I and in t 2 at depth at least in n - 1. By 
consistency of a = t in ( ,  and by Proposition 2.10, it follows that r.c.(t) > n. 
The obtained contradiction proves that at least one of the terms, say t~, has 
k < n different variables. 
Since r.c.(ai) > n and a 1 = tl is consistent in g-, it follows that k > 0. By 
inductive assumption, depth( t i )~n- -1  and nil does not occur in ti. 
Therefore by the assumption about a, t~ and t 2 have no common variables. 
Thus the number of different variables in t 2 is less than n, and by inductive 
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assumption depth(t2) ~< n - 1 and nil does not occur in t 2. This proves that t 
has the required property. 
2.14. PROPOSITION. Let s and t be terms such that s is not a subterm of 
t. Then r.c.(t(nil/x)) <~ r.c.(t(s/x)). 
Proof Take a sequence of elementary assignments which computes 
t(s/x). The subterm s in (s/x) may be computed several times during the 
computation of t(s/x). 
Every time s appears as a current value of a program variable, say v, we 
insert in that sequence just after this place v ~ nil. Since s is not a subterm of 
t, the computed value of the new sequence of assignments i t(nil/x), i.e., 
during the computation t remains unchanged. 
2.15. Let Q :N~ N be a function defined as follows: 
Q(0) = 1 
Q(m + 1)= ((m + 1) 2 Q(m) + 2)! 
The next result has been proved in (Tiuryn, 1984, Corollary 2.4). 
2.16. THEOREM. Let m, n ~ N and let F= {x o = t; : i G I} be a set 
of equations (over t )  such that for all i E I, r.c.(tl) ~ n and tt has at most m 
different variables. There exists a term s over f such that 
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s has at most m • Q(m) different variables (2.16.1) 
r.c.(s) <~ n + m . O(m) (2.16.2) 
F and {x 0 = s} are Xo-equivalent over g- and g-~. (2.16.3) 
In Section 6 we will use the following corollary of the above theorem. 
2.17. Let k, m, n~N,  k4=O. For every l< , iKk ,  let F j=  
{xj = O,i : i C Ij.} be a set of equations uch that for every i C I i, r.c.(0,i ) ~< n 
and tj, i has at most m different variables. 
There exist terms rl(z),..., rk(z ) such that 
[z I ~ Q(k. (m + 1)) 
For every 1 ~<j~ k, r.c.(o ) ~ n + Q(k .  (m + 1)) 
0 {Fj : 1 ~<j ~< k} and {x, = r 1,..., x k = rk} are 
(2.17.1) 
(2.17.2) 
(xl ..... xk)-equivalent over g- and g- ~. (2.17.3) 
Proof  Let r(xl,..., Xk) be the following term (see Fig. 4). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that there exists a variable, say x 0, not occuring 
in (._){Fj: l~j~<k}. Let F={x 0=r}U{x 0=r( t  l , i /x l  .... , t k , i fXk) : i  1 
11 ,..., i k C I k }. 
Obviously, C) {Fj. : 1 K j  K k} and F are (Xl ..... xk)-equivalent over g- and 
g-oo. Moreover, every term in F has register complexity at most n + 1 and it 
has at most k .  m different variables. 
Let s(z) be a term provided for F by 2.16. Therefore, Izl~< 
k .m.Q(k .m)<,Q(k . (m+l ) ) ,  and r.c.(s) Kn+l+k.m.Q(k .m)  
n + Q(k .  (m + 1)). 
Fto. 4. 
~ t ree  
The term r(x I ..... Xk). 
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For every 1 ~<j ~< k, let rj be a subterm of s determined by the path 0 j l l ,  
i.e., let rj=s[OJ-l l .  It follows from (2.16.3) that for every 1 ~j<.k,  0 j 11 
is contained in s. 
It is easy to check that r I ..... r k are the sought terms. The details are left 
for the reader. 
3. LOGICS OF PROGRAMS WITH BOUNDED MEMORY 
3.1. Let S be a class of program schemes over the language 
{mktree, nil, =}. The equality sign = will be always interpreted as equality. 
A logic of programs over S, SDL, is the least class of expressions which 
satisfies (3.1.1)-(3.1.4) 
Every atomic first-order formula belongs to SDL. 
If 
If 
If 
(3.1.1) 
P, Q ~ SDL, then ~P, P A Q c SDL. (3.1.2) 
PCSDL and a~S,  then (@P, [a]PCSDL. (3.1.3) 
P E SDL, then 3xP E SDL, where x is an individual variable. 
(3.1.4) 
3.2. With every P C SDL we associate a quantifier depth of P. If P 
is an atomic first-order formula, then quantifier depth (P )=0.  If 
P, Q E SDL, a E S, and x is an individual variable, then quantifier depth 
(-,P) = quantifier depth ( (a )P)  = quantifer depth([a] P) = quantifier depth 
(/9); quantifier depth (p A Q)= max(quantifier depth (P), quantifier depth 
(Q)); finally, quantifier depth (~xP) = quantifier depth (P) + 1. 
3.3. A state is an S-structure d = (14, mktree, nil) together with a 
valuation of variables val :X~A.  Programs transform states into states. 
Let a be a state and P ~ SDL. Relation a ~ P is defined inductively, 
according to the definition of SDL. For cases (3.1.1), (3.1.2), and (3.1.4) the 
definition of ~ is precisely the same as in first-order logic (cf. Monk, 1976). 
If a C S and P E SDL, then a ~ (a) P iff there exists a finite computation of 
a which transforms a into a',  and a '  ~ P. Finally, a ~ [a] P iff for every 
finite computation of a, if a '  is a state obtained from a, then a '  ~ P. This 
completes the definition of semantics for SDL. 
Let d be an S-structure and P ~ SDL. ~¢" ~ P iff for every valuation 
val : X~ A, (d ,  val) ~ P. 
Below we list some of the classes of program schemes. 
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3.4. Regular programs. Let Reg be the least class S of expressions 
such that 
Every elementary assignment (cf. 2.8) is in S. (3.4.1) 
If a, B E S, and P is an atomic first-order formula, then 
a; fl, if P then a else fl fi, and while P do a od belong to S. (3.4.2) 
The semantics of regular programs is standard. The reader may consult 
(Harel, 1979) for details. We may also define nondeterministic regular 
programs. NReg, as the least class S which satisfies (3.4.1), (3.4.2), and 
If a, fl C S, then a or fl ~ S. (3.4.3) 
The meaning of the or construct consists in nondeterministically choosing 
either a or fl to perform next. 
Logic RegDL is known as DDL and NRegDL is just DL (cf. Harel, 
1979). RegDL is also equivalent to Salwicki's algorithmic logic (1970). 
3.5. Context-flee programs. Deterministic context-flee programs 
DCF are just regular programs augmented by recursive calls of procedures 
withpout parameters. These prgrams are also called parameterless recursive 
procedures. We may also allow nondeterminism in programs from DCF, as 
in (3.4.3). Let CF denote the clas of nondeterministic context-flee programs. 
CFDL is equivalent to Harel's CFDL (cf. Harel, 1979). 
3.6. Regular programs with counters. Let cl, c 2 ..... be variables 
disjoint from X. These variables are called counters. In every computation 
counters hold nonnegative integers. Initially all counters contain 0. We are 
allowed to test counters for zero and increment any counter by one. 
A numerical assignment is an assignment of one of the following types: 
c*--0, c~c ' ,  and c*--e' + 1. 
The class of regular programs with counters, CountReg is the least class S 
which satisfies 
Every elementary/numerical assignment is in S. (3.6.1) 
If P is either an atomic first-order formula over f or a test 
e = 0, and a, fl ~ S, then a; fl, if P then a else 13 fi, and while 
P do a od belong to S. (3.6.2) 
The class of nondeterministic regular programs with counters, defined as 
in (3.4.3), we denote by NCountReg. 
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3.7. A property which is common for programs defined in 3.4-3.6 
is boundedness of memory used by these programs. This can be seen if we 
unfold a program from any class defined in 3.4-3.6 into an infinite tree 
whose nodes are labeled merely by tests and assignments (in case of 
nondeterministic programs or may also occur as a label). Memory of 
programs is bounded in the sense that for every program a from a class 
defined in 3.4-3.6 there are only finitely many variables which occur in 
labels of an unfoldment of a (this is equivalent o saying that there are 
finitely many different labels in an unfoldment of a). 
For a ~ Reg the unfoldment of a is a regular tree, i.e., for any label 1, the 
set of all paths which lead from the root to an occurrence of I is a regular 
language over {0, I }. For a E DCF, the unfoldment of a is a context-free 
tree, and for a E CountReg, the unfoldment of a is a recursive tree. 
4. LOGICS OF PROGRAMS WITH UNBOUNDED MEMORY 
We briefly define some classes of program schemes which can use an 
unbounded amount of memory. 
4.1. Regular programs with a stack. These are regular programs 
equipped with a stack s to store intermediate values during a computation. 
Instructions to cooperate with a stack are the following: push(v)--store the 
current value of v in s; pop(v)--assign to v the top element of s and remove 
it from s; empty(s) is a predicate which is true iff s is empty. Regular 
programs with a stack form a class equivalent o regular programs with 
recursive procedures with parameters. For details the reader may consult 
(Greibach, 1975). Let (N)RecProc denote the class of (nondeterministic) 
deterministic regular programs with a stack. 
4.2. Regular programs with a stack and counters. If we combine in 
a regular program the two features: counters (cf. 3.6) and stack (of. 4.1), we 
obtain the class of regular programs with a stack and counters. This class 
will be denoted by NR.E. or R.E. depending on whether nondeterminism in 
programs is allowed or not. 
It is known that the class R.E. is intertranslatable with the following 
classes: Friedman's effective definitions (Friedman, 1971), regular programs 
with indexed variables (Shepherdson, 1973), regular programs with two or 
more stacks (Moldestad et al., in press), or recursively enumerable tree- 
schemes (Kfoury, 1972). 
The logic NR.E.DL is just r.e.-dynamie log& (cf. Harel, 1979), and 
R.E.DL is a logic equivalent to logic of effective definitions (Tiuryn, 1981). 
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It is also known (cf. Meyer & Tiuryn, 1982) that NR.E.DL and R.E.DL are 
interreducible in the sense of ~< defined in 5.2. 
4.3. Regular programs with array assignments. Let Array denote 
the class of regular programs augmented by assignments of the following 
kind: mktree(v', v") ~- v, where v, v', v" are program variables. Execution of 
the above assignment changes the graph of mktree so that the value of 
mktree(a, b) is equal to c, where a, b, c are the current values of v', v", v, 
respectively. 
Let NArray denote the class of nondeterministic regular programs 
augmented by array assignments. The logic NArrayDL becomes array-DL in 
(Harel, 1979). 
4.4. Regular programs with random assignments. Let (N)Random 
denote the class of (nondeterministic) regular programs augmented by 
assignments of the form v ~ ? which randomly chooses an arbitrary element 
from the carrier of a structure where computation is performed, and assigns 
it to v. NRandomDL is equivalent to random-DL in (Harel, 1979). 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let L be any of the following logics: (N)Rec.Proe.DL, 
(N)R.E.DL, (N)ArrayDL, and (N)RandomDL. There exists P ~ L such that 
~-~P and~-~=p.  
Proof. It is enough to prove the proposition for L being Rec.Proc.DL, 
ArrayDL, and RandomDL. 
We first consider Ree.Proe.DL. Since nonnegative integers are 
easily representable in Uoo (cf. 2.9), every regular program 
computing in ~-~ can simulate counters. It follows from the 
results of (Moldestad et al., in press, Theorem 5.3) that regular 
programs with a stack and counters are capable of generating all 
standard trees, i.e., elements of T. et a(x) be a regular program 
with a stack which for an input a ~ T °~ terminates in g-~ iff 
a E T. We can take as P the formula Vx(a(x)) true. (4.5.1) 
We sketch the way a behaves for an input a ~ T °. We will use it in the 
next step of the proof. Using counters a can generate codes of elements from 
T. We may assume that a generates codes of finite trees [a0], [a~],..., jan],..., 
such that depth(an) ~< depth(an+l) for every n E N. Given a code [an], again 
by using counters, a can generate a sequence of elementary assignments o 
compute an, the stack is used to store intermediate values (we may use a 
depth-first method to compute an). Then a compares an and a and generates 
the code Jan+l], unless a n = a. We assume that throughout the computation 
of a the content of the input variable remains unchanged. 
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Now let us consider Array DL. We will show how array 
assignments can simulate stack in the program a of (4.5.1). This 
will be done assuming that we compute in g-oo. (4.5.2) 
Let t : T °o ~ Too be a function defined by t(a) = mktree(nil, a). Let x be an 
input variable of program a. An intermediate of stack, say (b 1 ..... b,), with b n 
being the top element, is represented by changing the values of mktree 
for the following arguments (t(x),t(x)),...,Q"(x),t"(x)). The value of 
mktree(ti(x), ti(x)) is b i, for i=  1,...,)n. Here we assume that a does not 
change the content of x. 
Now we show the simulation of a(x). First we check if x = nil. If  so, then 
the program terminates, else we proceed further. We introduce a special 
variable z to compute the current number of elements on the stack. Initially z 
is set to be x. The test Empty(s) in a is replaced by the formula z = x. Let 
fl(x, z) be the following program: 
v+--X; 
i f  z = x then v'  ~- x else v' *-- t (x) ;  
whi le  v' 4: z do v ~ t(v);  v' ~ t(v ' )  od;  
Z+- l ) .  
Given input values x = b and z = ti(b) for some i E N, program fl terminates 
setting z to be ti-l(b), if i > 0, and b if i - -  0. Variables v and v' are chosen 
so that they do not occur in a. 
Now, every occurrence of instruction push(y) in a we replace by the 
following sequence of instructions: 
z ~ t(z); mktree(z, z) ~-y. 
Every occurrence of pop(y) in a we replace by this sequence of 
instructions: 
y ~ mktree(z, z); fl(x, z). 
Let a* be the program thus obtained from a. If x 4: nil, then for every 
i~  1, ti(x) is not an integer. Therefore array assignments do not affect 
counters. It follows from the special way a behaves that all intermediate 
values which are not integers have depth not greater than depth (x). Thus 
array assignments do not affect these values as well. The reader may easily 
check that a*(a) terminates in g-o~ iff a E T. 
We show how to distinguish g- and g-~o using random assignments. (4.5.3) 
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Let a(x) be the following program: 
while x ~ nil do 
X 1 ~-- X; X 2 *- X, 
while x ~ mktree(xl , x2) do 
x I ~- ?;x2 ~ ?; 
od; 
X+-X 1 
od 
It is easy to check that for a C T ~ there is a terminating computation of 
a(a) iff for some i E N, 0 i leads in a to nil. Thus Vx(a)true is the sought P. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.5. 
It can be easily proved that each of the logics mentioned in Proposition 
4.5 is capable of defining g- uniquely up to isomorphism. 
5. MAIN RESULT AND COROLLARIES 
5.1. Let L,olo ~ be the least set of expressions which contains first- 
order logic and is closed under negation, countable disjunctions and 
conjunctions, and quantification (cf. Monk, 1976). It has been observed by 
Engeler (1975) that logics of programs can be seen as fragments of Lo~,o,. 
Let LBM be a subset of L,olo ~ consisting of formulae P whose quantifier depth 
is finite and register complexity of all terms which occur in P is bounded. 
LBM is introduced in order to "cover" every logic of programs with bounded 
memory. 
5.2. Let L 1 and L 2 be arbitrary logics over the same signature 
f = {mktree, nil, =}. L 1 is said to be reducible to L2, LI ~L2, if for every 
PC  L1 there exists Q ~ L 2 such that for every S-structure ~¢, ~¢ ~P iff 
~¢" ~ Q. L 1 is said to be strictly weaker than L2, L1 < L2, if L 1 ~<L~ and 
L 2 ~ L1. The following result is very easy to prove. We leave the proof for 
the reader. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Each of the following logics: Reg DL, NReg DL, 
DCFDL, CFDL, CountReg DL, and NCountReg DL is reducible to LBM. 
The main technical result of the paper is the following 
5.4. THEOREM. For every PELBM, g -~ P i f fg -~ P. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.4 is given in Section 6. Now we will derive corollaries 
which follow from Theorem 5,4. 
5.5. COROLLARY. None of the following logics: (NRec.Proc. DL), 
(NArray DL ), (NRandom DL ), (NR.E. DL ) is reducible to any of the logics 
mentioned in Proposition 5.3. 
Proof. If L is a logic of programs with unbounded memory, listed in 
Corollary 5.5, then by Proposition 4.5 there exists P @ L such that g -~ P 
and g-~ ~P.  Therefore, by Theorem 5.4, L cannot be reduced to a logic 
which is reducible to LBM. 
AS a special case of Corollary 5.5 we have 
5.6. COROLLARY. 
(N)Reg DL < (N)Array DL (5.6.1) 
CFDL < NRec.Proc. DL <~ NR.E. DL (5.6.2) 
(N)Reg DL < (N)Random DL (5.6.3) 
(N)CountReg DL < (N)R.E. DL. (5.6.4) 
Results (5.6.1), (5.6.2), and (5.6.4) are new; (5.6.1) has been announced 
in (Harel, 1979, 2.2), but the proof has never been published; (5.6.2) solves 
an open problem stated in (Harel, 1979, 49); (5.6.3) has been proved by 
Meyer and Winklmann (1982) by using different echniques. Similar results 
have been obtained independently b  Erimbetov (1981). 
6. EHRENFEUCHT--FRAISSE GAME FOR LBM 
In order to show that ~" and g-~ cannot be distinguished by LBM 
properties we will use the technique of Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games (Ehren- 
feucht, 1961). This technique has been used in logic of programs by Meyer 
and Parikh (1981). Below we define a modification of that game, suitable for 
LaM. For a formula P of LBM let r.e.(P) denote the maximal register 
complexity of a term occuring in P. 
6.1. Let k C N. For every n, m C N we define a binary relation -n,m 
between k-tuples of elements from T and k-tuples of elements from T °°. This 
definition is by induction on m. Let a E T k and e E T ~k. 
a =n,0 c iff for every quantifier-free LBM formula P(x I ..... xk) 
with r.c.(e) <~ n, g- ~ P(a l /x  1 ..... ak/x k iff ~-oo ~ P(Cl/X 1 ..... Ck/Xk)" (6.1.1) 
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and 
a ~-n,m+l e iff Yak+ 1 C T3ek+" 1@ T°~(a, ak+ 0 ==-,,m(e, Ck+l) 
Yek+ 1E T °~ 3ak+ 1C T(a, ak+l)=--,,m(e, k+l). (6.12) 
The next result shows that 6.1 is the right game for LBM. 
6.2. LEMMA. Let P(x I ..... xk) be an LBM formula such that r.e(P) <~ n 
and quantifier-depth (P) ~ m, then for all a C T k and c E T ~k, a =--,,me 
implies [g- ~ P(a/x) / f fU~ ~ P(c/x)], where x = (x I ..... Xk). 
Proof. An obvious proof, by induction on m, will be omitted. 
The next Lemma is used to reduce quantifier-free LBM formulae in 
definition 6.1 to single first-order equations. 
6.3. LEMMA. Let k, n E N, and let a C T k, c E T ~k be given. I f  for every 
1 <, i ~ k and for every term t(x) such that r.e.(t) ~ n, and x = (x 1 ..... Xk), 
(6.3.1) holds, then a=-~, 0e. 
~ a i = t(a/x) iff g-~ ~ c i = t(e/x). (6.3.1) 
Proof. Let P(x) be a quantifier-free LBM formula with r.c.(P)~< n. We 
prove 
g- ~ P(a/x) iff ~-~ ~ P(e/x) by induction on the structure of P. (6.3.2) 
If P is an equation s(x) = r(x), with r.c.(s), r.c.(r) ~< n, then P is equivalent 
over g- and g-o~ to a finite conjunction of formulae of the form xi = t(x), 
where l<<,i<,k and r.c.(t)~<n. Therefore, by (6.3.1), (6.3.2) holds. The 
other steps in the induction are equally obvious. 
6.4. Observe that by Lemma 6.2 in order to prove Theorem 5.4 it is 
enough to prove that 0-tuples are --,,m equivalent for all n, m E N. As it is 
usually the case with Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games it is rather inconvenient to 
work with ---=,,m'S directly due to their inductive definition. We will explicitly 
define refinements ~,,m of relations =,,m and show that 0-tuples are ~,,m 
equivalent for all n, m E N. First we define a function R(k, m). As we will 
see later the definition of these functions is suggested by 2.17, 
R(k, O) = 0 
R(k, m + 1)= Q((k + 1). (R(k + 1, m) + 1)) +R(k+ 1, m) + 2, 
where Q is the function defined in 2.15. 
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6.5. Let k, n, m E N. A finite set F of equations is called a (k, n, m)- 
description if except for x I ,..., x k there are at most R (k, m) variables occuring 
in equations from F, and every equation from F is of the form xj = t, where 
r.c.(t) ~< R(k, m) + n and 1 ~<j ~< k. Variables different from x~ ..... x k which 
occur in a (k, n, m)-description F are called auxiliary variables of F. 
6.6. Now we define relations ~,,,~. Let k, n, m ~ N and let a ~ T k, 
e C T °°k. Let x denote (x~,..., xk); a ~,,m e iff for every (k, n, m)-description 
F, F(a/x) is consistent in g- iff F(e/x) is consistent in g-~. 
6.7. Observe that the only (0, n, m)-description is the empty set. 
Therefore 0-tuples are "~n,m equivalent for all n, m C N. Thus, it remains to 
prove that ~n,m is a refinement of =,,m, for all n, m ~ N. 
6.8. LEMMA. For every k, n, mEN and for all aCT  k, e ~ T °ok , if 
a "~n,m c, then a ~-n,m c. 
Proof We prove Lemma 6.8 by induction on m. For m = 0, it follows 
from Lemma 6.3. 
Assume now a ~,,m+ ~ e holds for some a E T k, and e C Took. It is enough 
to prove 
Vak+ 1 C T ~Ck+ 1 ~ Too(a, ak+t)"~n,m (e, Ok+l) (6.8.1) 
and 
VCk+lCToo 3ak+lET(a, ak+l),.~n,m(e, Ck+l). (6.8.2) 
We will prove only (6.8.1). The proof of (6.8.2) being similar will be 
omitted. Take any ak+ 1 E T. Let x denote (xl ..... Xk). 
6.9. CONSTRUCTION OF ek+ 1, Take all (k+ l,n,m)-descriptions Z i, 
i E N such that Zi(a/x, ak+ 1/Xk÷ 1) is consistent in g-. We may assume that 
Z;'s have no common variables except for Xl,...,Xk÷ 1. By Corollary 2.17 
there exists a set A = {xj = O(x, Xk+ 1, v) : 1 ~<j ~< k + 1 } such that 
U {z~ : i E N} andA are (x, Xk+l)-equivalent over U and over ~-~. (6.9.1) 
]v I <~R(k, m + 1) - (R(k + 1, m). (6.9.2) 
r . c . ( t j<~R(k ,m+l )+n-1 ,  for all l~<j~<k+ 1. (6.9.3) 
For l~<j~<k+l ,  let t* denote O(tk+l/Xk+l). Let A*-=-{xi=t*:  
l<~j<~k}. By (6.9.3) and Proposition 2.11, r . c . ( t j )< .R(k ,m+l )+n.  
Therefore A* is a (k, n, m + 1)-description. Obviously A and A* are x- 
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equivalent over g-, and by (6.9.1), A*(a/x) is consistent in ~-. Since 
a ~n,m+l e, A*(e/x) is consistent in goo. 
Call a variable v dependent if v occurs in A *, else it is called independent. 
It follows that every dependent variable v gets a unique value Jl vii C T °O 
determined by the equations: cI = t*(e/x),..., c k = t*(e/x). Now we associate 
a value rlvjl with every independent variable v occuring in tk+ 1. Let v 1 .... , v D 
be all independent variables occuring in tk+ 1. For simplicity, let V denote 
V(k, m + 1) and let R denote R (k, m + 1) + n. Recall that if i C iV, then i 
denotes a full binary tree in g- of depth i. Such trees are called integers. Let 
d C Too be the tree shown in Fig. 5. 
Observe that for every k @ N, and for arbitrary e E T °°k, d is not an 
integer. For 1 ~ i ~ D and 1 ~ j  ~ 2 v, let b} denote the tree shown in Fig. 6. 
For 1 ~i<~D,  let IIvill denote the tree in Fig. 7. 
Let Ck+ 1 be the value of tk+ 1 for the valuation of variables which assigns 
to x i, c i, for 1 ~ i ~< k and to v, II v N, for every auxiliary variable v which 
occurs in tk+ 1" Before we proceed further let us collect some of the properties 
of  Ck+ 1 . 
I f  v is an independent variable, then II v I] is not a subtree of any 
e i for 1 ~ i ~ k, and for every variable u which occurs in tk+ 1, if 
IlVll is a subtree of Null, then u = v. (6.9.4) 
Let v be an independent variable and let t(x, z) be any term 
such that ] z l~R(k ,m+l )+n,  r . c . ( t )<,R(k ,m+l )+n,  and 
A U {v = t}(e/x, ek+l/Xk+l) is consistent in g-oo. Then depth (t) 
R (k, m + 1) + n, nil does not occur in t. I f  in t there is a variable 
which also occurs in A, then t is v. Moreover every variable in t 
occurs exactly once. (6.9.5) 
It is easy to see that (6.9.4) holds. By Proposition 2.13 the first half of the 
conclusion of (6.9.5) holds. The other half obviously follows from the 
construction of II vii for an independent variable v. 
6,10. Our next task is to prove 
(a, ak+ 1) ~'n,m (C, ek+ I)" (6.1o.1) 
Let F be any (k+ 1, n, m)-description. If F(a/x, ak+l/Xk+l) is consistent in 
g-, then up to renaming of auxiliary variables F = 2;; ° for some i0 E N. Since 
d(e/x, Ck+l/Xk+l) is consistent in g-oo, it follows from (6.9.1) that 2;,.~(c/x, 
Ck+l/Xk+ 0 is consistent in g-oo. 
In order to prove the implication in the opposite direction we will prove a 
sequence of lemmas. 
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FIG. 5. 
  rle nll  
The tree d. 
6.11. LEMMA. Let F be a (k + 1, n, m)-description. I f F(e/x, Ck+JXk+l) 
is consistent in g~,  then F(a/x) is consistent in g.  
Proof Let F* = {y(S/Xk + 0 : ~ C F, left side of y is xj for some 1 <.j <~ k, 
and Xk+ ~ = S ~ F}. By Proposition 2.11 every equation in F* has register 
complexity at most R(k + 1, m) + n + 1 <~ R(k, m + 1) + n. Therefore, F* is 
a (k, n, m + 1)-description. 
By assumption, F*(e/x)  is consistent in g-~, hence / ' * (a /x )  is consistent 
in ~-. Since obviously F and F* are x-equivalent over g-, the conclusion of 
Lemma 6.11 follows. 
Let F 1 = {7~/ ' : le f t  side of y is xi, for some 1 ~<j~<k}, and let F 2 = 
{~ ~ F :  left side of 7 is Xk+l}. 
mktree 
~mktree 
mktree  
full  b inary  tree 
of depth R 
FIo. 6. The tree b] (l ~< i ~< D, l~<j~<2v). 
FIG. 7. 
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mktree 
~ m k t r e e  
The tree IIv~ll (1 4i4D). 
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full b inary  tree 
of depth V 
6.12. LEMMA. Let F be a (k + 1, n, m)-description such that 
F(e/x, Ck+~/Xk+ 1) is consistent in g-~. Then Fl(a/x, ak+ ~/Xk+ l) is consistent 
in ~-. 
Proof Suppose Fl(a/x, ak+l/Xk+l) is inconsistent in g-. By Lemma 6.11 
this is possible if for some 1 ~< i <~ k and for an equation xi = s from F 1 there 
is a path ~r such that a;[7c~ ak+ ~ and ~ leads in s from the root to an 
occurrence of Xk+ 1" Call this equation 7. Since y(c/x, ek+ 1/Xk+ 1) is consistent 
in g-~, Ck+ ~ is a subtree of ei and therefore all variables occuring in tk+ l are 
dependent. 
By (6.9.2) the number of auxiliary variables in Z = A* U {7(tk+ 1/Xk+ 1)} is 
at most R(k, m + 1) and register complexity of terms in 2; is at most 
R(k, m + 1) + n. Thus 2; is a (k, n, m + 1)-description and obviously Z(e/x) 
is consistent in g-~. Therefore S(a/x) is consistent in g-. 
Since all variables occurring in tk+ ~ are dependent, hey get a unique 
meaning in g- from equations in A*(a/x). On the other hand, since A* tO 
{Xk+l=tk+l}(a/x, ak+l/Xk+l) is consistent in g-, it follows from the 
consistency of S(a/x) in g- that ai[rc = ak+ ~. This contradiction completes 
the proof of Lemma 6.12. 
6.13. LEMMA. Let F be a (k + 1, n, m)-description such that F(c/x, 
Ck+~/Xk+ 0 is consistent in g-~. Then F2(a/x, ak+~/Xk +l) is consistent in g-. 
Proof. Suppose F(e/x, ck+I/Xk+I) is consistent in g-oo and F2(a/x, 
ak+JXk+ 0 is inconsistent in g-. There are three possibilities how this may 
happen: 
643/60/1-3-3 
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There exist equations in F 2 :Xk+ 1 = S 1 and Xk+ 1 = S 2 and two 
paths ~r 1, zr 2 such that ak+lI~rl 4= ak+l[~r 2, and for i=  1, 2~ i leads 
in s~ to an occurrence of the same variable, say y. We allows s 1 
and s2 to be the same term. (6.13.1) 
There exists an equation Xk+ ~ = S in F2 and a path z~ such that 
~r leads in s to an occurrence of x~ for some 1 ~ j~<k and 
ak+ 117Z :/: a j .  (6.13.2) 
and 
There exist an equation xk+ ~ = s in F 2 and a path rc such that n 
is contained in ak+l and in s, zr leads in s either to nil or to 
mktree, and ~r leads in ak+ ~ and in s to different symbols. (6.13.3) 
We will prove that none of (6.13.1)-(6.13.3) holds. Suppose (6.13.1) 
holds. For i = 1, 2 let re* ~< z~ i be the longest initial subpath of zc i which is 
contained in tk+ a. If zq = ~r* and z: z = re*, then let t (1) and t ~2) be subterms 
of tk+ a determined by 7r~ and zc 2, respectively. By consistency of {y= t (1), 
y = t ~z) } in g-oo there exists a path p which leads in one of the terms t (1), t (2) 
to a variable v, and determines in another term a subterm t(3) such that 
A k_) {v = t°)(a/x, ak+l/Xk+l) }is inconsistent in g-. (6.13.4) 
If v is a dependent variable, then A*(t~3)/v)(a/x) is inconsistent in g-. 
A*(t~3)/v) is a (k, n, m + 1)-definition and A*(t~3)/v)(c/x) is consistent in 
g-~. This contradicts a ~n.,,+~ e. 
If v is an independent variable, then since r.c.(t (3)) ~R(k ,  m + 1)+ n, by 
(6.9.5) t ~3) must be the variable v. This contradicts (6.13.4). 
Suppose now that ~r I 4: ~r* and ~z 2 4: ~r*. By consistency of FU  A, Zrl* and 
lr* lead in t~+ 1 to a variable v~ and v 2, respectively. For i=  1, 2 let s* be a 
subterm of si determined by z~/. Thus 
A L) {v 1 = s*, v2 = s*}(a/x, ak+l/Xk+l) is inconsistent in g-. (6.13.5) 
If v I is a dependent variable, then since s* and s* have a common 
variable y, v 2 must be dependent too. In that case, by (6.13.5), A*(s* /v l )U  
A*(s*/v2)(a/x ) is inconsistent in g-. This contradicts a ,.~n,m+le. 
If  however, v I is an independent variable, then v z is also independent, and 
since s* and s* have a common variable, v I must equal v 2. Moreover the 
path in Sl* to an occurrence of y must be the same as the path in s* to y. 
Therefore, since ak+l=tk+ ~ is consistent in g-, a~+l[~rl=ak+l[~r z. This 
contradicts (6. l 3.1). 
If z~ = ~r* and zr 2 4: re*, then by using a mixture of arguments for the 
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previous two cases we get a contradiction. The same applies to the 
symmetric ase: 
rq 4: n* and n2 = ~:2. 
The proof that (6.13.2) does not hold uses arguments imilar to the 
previous ones, and we leave it for the reader. From now on we may assume 
that neither (6.13.1) nor (6.13.2) holds. Suppose that (6.13.3) holds. 
Let 7r* ~< zc be the longest initial subpath of n which is contained in tk+ ~. 
Since {Xk+l=S, Xk+l~-tk+l} is consistent in g-~o, and ak l=tk+l  is 
consistent in g-, n* leads in tk+ 1 to a variable, say v. 
Let s* be a subterm of s determined by zr*. If v is dependent, then 
A*(s*/v)(a/x)  is inconsistent in g-. This contradicts a~n,m+ 1 e. Thus v is 
independent. Since Ilvll =s*  is consistent in g-~, by (6.9.5) nil does not 
occur in s*. Let r be a subterm of s determined by n. We claim that 
For any path p, if s IP = r, then p leads in ak+ 1 to nil. (6.13.6) 
First let us observe that since nil does not occur in s*, by (6.13.3) n leads 
in ak+ 1 to nil. Let p be any path such that sip = r. Let p* ~p be the longest 
subpath of p such that p* is contained in tk+ 1. By a standard argument using 
consistency of {Ck+ 1 = S, Ck+ 1 = tk+l} in g-~o and properties of II vii we show 
that p* leads in tk+ 1 to V. Let p , ,  7r, be paths such that p=p*p ,  and 
n= n*Tr, hold. Since p,  and z:, determine in Ilvll the same subtree and by 
(6.9.5) p , ,  7r, are "short," it follows that p,  =n, .  Since ak+l=tk+l  is 
consistent in ~,  ak+llp* = ak+l[n*, and (6.13.6)follows. 
Let s I be a term obtained from s by replacing every subterm r in s by nil. 
By Proposition 2.14, r.c.(sl) ~< r.c.(s). If we perform the procedure described 
above for every path satisfying (6.13.3) with respect o the equation xk+ 1 = s 
(assuming that neither (6.13.1) nor (6.13.2) holds), we obtain a term s,  such 
that ak+ 1 = S, is consistent in g- (by (6.13.6), r.c.(s,)~< r.c.(s), and variables 
occuring in s ,  are contained in those from s. Thus, up to renaming of 
auxiliary variables, Xk+l = s,  belongs to U{Si : i C N} (cf. 6.9)). Since ~r 
leads in s ,  to nil, Ck+I=S,  is inconsistent in g-~, and by (6.9.1) 
A(Ck+l/Xk+ 0 is inconsistent in g-~. The contradition obtained shows that 
(6.13.3) does not hold, and Lemma 6.13 follows. 
6.14. LEMMA. Let F be a (k + 1, n, m)-description. I f  F(e/x, Ck+l/Xk+ 0 
is consistent in g-~, then F(a/x, ak+l/Xk+ 0 is consistent in g-. 
Proof Assume F(e/x, ek+ JXk+l) is consistent in g-~. By Lemmas 6.11- 
6.13 F(a/x, ak+l/Xk+l) is inconsistent only if there is 1 <,j<~k, equations 
x] = Sl, Xk+ 1 = S2 from F, and paths 7~1, n 2 such that a i [zq 4= ak+ 11ZC2 and for 
i = 1, 2, zr~ leads in s t to an occurrence of the same variable, say y. The proof 
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that this may not happen is very similar to that part of the proof for Lemma 
6.13 where we showed that (6.13.1) does not hold. The details are left for the 
reader. 
6.15. By Lemmas 6.11-6.14, (6.10.1) holds. This completes the 
proof Lemma 6.8 and according to the remarks in 6.4 the proof of Theorem 
5.4 is completed. 
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